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i realised later on that samadhi was just a cover up

it was just a way of the body to put me to sleep

the state of samadhi is not the ultimate state

it is the state before

then existence pulls you out of the body 

and that is going to be painful

awareness is beyond samadhi

knowing is far above samadhi

samadhi is way below the state of awakening

and in awakening…there is no bliss…

it is simply a shock

before they shock you…they give you some drugs in the body

that body drug is called samadhi

such bliss…heaven…bliss…bliss…bliss… 

and then they cut your head off

you will laugh the day you become enlightened

you will be in such a heavenly state of paradise…

this is what bhagwan was speaking about

you cannot utter a word…you are just in a deep trance

your whole body is flowing like honey

and then it comes…

and you are dead !!

you see the value of the drug ?

what i am indicating to you is that some soft natural drugs 

may be good for the body mind and relaxation

but you cannot attain to consciousness

remember that carefully !

you can attain to a deep bodily relaxed state

a few windows may open to give you a glimpse of outer body experiences

but very few…very small windows…

do not think that this is the real thing

take a drug that induces a sense of euphoria..

a sense of well being…a certain calm…a deep relaxation

then it is good for your body to tune into it

use it intelligently

use everything intelligently

that is what i am saying

i am not taking any drugs 

but i understand and realize the reason for its appeal

when i had my first samadhi i suddenly realised…

that such drugs are being released in the body

and i realized that my experiences were the same 

as the ones i read about in books 

but with no after effects !

and these experiences did not shut down

they opened and became more colourful

more psychedelic…deeper rooted in its reality

the world is a psychedelic drug experience

when you will die you will know… 

the greatest psychedelic explosion of drugs in the body

and there is a reason…

you are dying…your soul needs to leave the body

so the body will start releasing so many drugs into you…

so that you relax and the soul can be removed

when i had my experience of samadhi…this is what i realised

i was getting so drunk…

my eyes were getting so heavy

such deep ecstasy i could not even have imagined 

i have to use the word ecstasy for this particular reason

the word bliss is so far away

the whole body was dancing like molecules in explosion of light

that was a state of samadhi…
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